ELECTRONICS 1996

Design Team: Bose Corporation, Framington, Massachusetts.
Manufacturer: Bose Corporation, Framington, Massachusetts.

Microsoft EasyBall, 1996.
Manufacturer: Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington

Pippin/Atmark, 1996.
Design Team: Lunar Design, Inc. Palo Alto, California; Apple Computer, San Jose, California
Manufacturer: Apple Computer for Bandai, San Jose, California

13” Color Portable Television (The Shark), 1996.
Manufacturer: Thomson Consumer Electronics, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Design Team: Palo Alto Design Group, Palo Alto, California
Manufacturer: Palm Computing, Division of U.S. Robotics, Losa Altos, California

FaxView 2000, 1996.
Manufacturer: Reflection Technology, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts

Star-Tac Analog Cellular Telephone, 1996.
Design Team: Motorola Inc. Libertyville, Illinois
Manufacturer: Motorola Inc. Libertyville, Illinois
Manufacturer: Harman Interactive Group, a division of Harman/JBL, Northridge, California.

Design Team: frogdesign inc., Sunnyvale, California.
Manufacturer: Acer America Corporation, San Jose, California.

BeoSound 9000, 1996.
Design Team: David Lewis (Chief Designer) - Bang + Olufsen, Strues, Denmark.
Manufacturer: Bang + Olufsen, Strues, Denmark.

Manufacturer: Newtek, Inc., Topeka, Kansas.
Bushnell Night Vision Binocular and Molocular, 1996.
Design Team: Jim TerMeer and Andrew Alger, David McCormick, Donald Rohrs - Goldsmith Yamasake Specht, Chicago, Illinois.
Manufacturer: Bushnell, Overland Park, Kansas.

ClipFone, 1996.
Design Team: frogdesign inc., Sunnyvale, California.
Manufacturer: Proteq Technologies, Singapore.

Design Team: Barry Sween (Senior Industrial Designer) and John von Buelow, Vince Razo - Hauser, Inc., Westlake Village, California.
Manufacturer: Seiko Instruments USA, Inc., San Jose, California.

Kodak X-OMAT 5000RA Processor
Design Team: Laura R. Whitby (Project Industrial Designer) and Kodak Design Staff - Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York.
Manufacturer: Eastman Kodak Company Rochester, New York.

Designer: Stephen Peart - Vent Design, Campbell, California.
Manufacturer: Visioneer, Palo Alto, California.

Designer: Stephen Peart - Vent Design, Campbell, California.
Manufacturer: Visioneer, Palo Alto, California.
Plantronics/Intel Personal Earphone
Designer: Stephen Peart - Vent Design, Campbell, California.
Manufacturer: Plantronics, Santa Cruz, California.
APPLIANCES

Design Team: Cheryl Felix (Sr. Industrial Designer), Larry Kuba (Design Director) - Herbst LaZar Bell, Inc., Chicago, Illinois; Andrew Goldstein (Sr. Product Manager), Nevelle Glen (Engineer) - Holmes Products Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts.
Manufacturer: Holmes Products Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts.

Attila Can Compactor, 1996.
Designer: Julian Brown - Studio Brown, Bath, Great Britain.
Manufacturer: Rexite SpA, Cusago, Italy.

Design Team: Mark Dziersk (V.P. Industrial Design), Jim Hand (Sr. Industrial Designer), Phil Anthony (Project Manager/Mechanical Engineer), Carl Behrend, David Pacchini (Mechanical Engineers) - Herbst LaZar Bell, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
Manufacturer: Breuer/Tornado Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.

Manufacturer: Villeroy & Boch, Mettlach, Germany.

Vessels, 1996.
Design Team: Theresa Millard (Designer-Decorative Products) and Jim Neiman (Development Technician - Artist Editions) - Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin.
Manufacturer: Kohler, Co., Kohler, Wisconsin.

Design Team: Glen Ediger and Gary Isreal - Vornado Air Circulation Systems, Inc., Wichita, Kansas.
Manufacturer: Vornado Air Circulation Systems, Inc. Wichita, Kansas.

Dirt Devil Broom Vac, 1995.
Designer: Alessandro Doria - Daniels SpA, Bareggio, Italy.
Manufacturer: Royal Appliance Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Design Team: Stan Wada and John von Buelow, Ernesto Quinteros - Hauser, Inc. Westlake Village, California.
Manufacturer: Interbath, Inc., City of Industry, California.
FURNITURE

T-Chair, 1995.
Manufacturer: Vitra, New York, New York.

Migrations, 1996.
Designer: Michael Shields (Vice President of Design & Development) - Brayton International, High Point, North Carolina.

MODUS Office Chair Line, 1995.
Design Team: Fritz Frenckler, Klaus Franck, Werner Sauer - Wierge Wilkhahn Enticklungs GmbH, Bad Münder, Germany.

Clarity Collection/Prelude Table, 1996.
Manufacturer: Benhardt, Lenior, North Carolina.

OLA Kitchen Furniture, 1996.
Designer: Paolo Pininfarina - Pininfarina Group, Maiano, Italy.
Manufacturer: Snaidero USA, Los Angeles, California.

Design Team: Gerald P. Hirshberg (President) and Jim Mc Junkin, Allan Flowers, Diane Allen, Brenda Parkin - Nissan Design International, San Diego, California.
Manufacturer: The Angeles Group, Pacific, Missouri.

Sigma Bedside Table, 1994.
Manufacturer: Modulus, Chicago, Illinois.
TEXTILES

Honeycomb Textiles, 1996.
Manufacturer: Knoll Textiles, New York, New York.


Designer: Larry Hokanson and Hokanson, Inc., Design Department -
Hokanson, Inc., Houston, Texas.
Manufacturer: Hokanson, Inc., Houston, Texas.

LIGHTING

Heron Table Lamp, 1995.
Design Team: Isao Hosoe and Alessio Pozzoli - Isao Hosoe Design, Milan, Italy.
Manufacturer: Luxo Italiana, Presezza, Italy.

Manufacturer: Lumess AG, Allshwil, Switzerland.

TABLETOP/HOUSEWARES


VIA Bagel Slicer, 1996.

Designer: Maurizio Duranti, Milan, Italy.
Manufacturer: Mepra, Lumezzane, Italy.

Cafinero Coffeepot, 1996.
Manufacturer: Mono Metallwarenfabrik Seibel GmbH, Mettmann, Germany.

Palette Candlesticks, 1996.
Design Team: Geoff Hollington (Principal Partner) and Max Burton, Jaqueline Wilkinson - Hollington, London, United Kingdom.

Corners Candleholder/Bud Vase, 1996.
Design Team: John Caruso (V.P. Design) and Josephine Saavedra, Geoff Broussard - Blu Planet Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

Segnale Cutlery Range, 1996.
Designer: Anna Castelli Ferrieri - Castelli Ferrieri Associati, Milan, Italy.
Manufacturer: Sambonet SpA, Vercelli, Italy.

Beer-Drink of the Kings, Collection of Beer Glasses, 1995-96.
Manufacturer: RC Ritzenhoff Cristal GmbH, Marsberg, Germany.

Plato Dishracker, 1996.

OXO GoodGrips Wooden Tools, 1996.
Design Team: Davis Stowell (Project Director), Stephen Russak (Project Manager), Mari Ando (Designer) - Smart Design Inc., New York, New York.

CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS/TOYS

**Creative Works Paint Containers, 1993.**  
Design Team: Bill Valls (Director, Structural Design), Dave Dombrowski (Senior Designer) - Group Four Design, Avon, Connecticut.  
Manufacturer: Creative Works, Northbrook, Illinois.

**Voyager Wagon, 1996.**  

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

**Drench Gun (Animal Health), 1995.**  
Designer: Peter Tasker - Peter Tasker Design, Auckland, New Zealand.  
Manufacturer: Simcro Tech, Hamilton, New Zealand.

**SEQUOIA (512 Ultrasound System, C256 Ethocardiography System), 1996.**  
Design Team: Ken Wood (Industrial Design and Project Manager), Gil Wong, Brett Lovelady, Dave Laituri (Industrial Designers), Max Yoshimoto, Jeff Smith (Principals and Industrial Designers), Andrew Zee, John Edson (Product Designers), Paul Hammerton-Kelly (Mechanical Engineer), and Gerald Fubershaw (Principal and Product Designer) - Lunar Design, Inc., Palo Alto, California; Dave Burris (Manager of Product Design), Richard Henderson (Manager of Industrial Design), Joseph Molinari, Robert Mesaros (Senior Industrial Designers), Glen Hansen (Industrial Designer), Darius Eghbal (Student Industrial Design Intern), Ann Kappl (Graphic Designer), Anastasia Mikula-Curtis, Jeremy Galten, John Foot (Mechanical Engineers) - Acuson Corporation, Mountain View, California.  
Manufacturer: Acuson Corporation, Mountain View, California.

**IMAGN 2000, 1994.**  
Design Team: Ken Wood (Project Manager/Industrial Designer), Yves Behar (Industrial Design and Product Graphics), Gerald Fubershaw (Mechanical Package Engineering), Rachel Pyrdol, Chris Cavello, Bruno Richel (Mechanical Package Engineering) - Lunar Design Inc., Palo Alto, California; Paul Hayter (Director of Engineering), Phil Gooding (Senior Staff Engineer), Bob Shartle (Manager of Consumable Development, Chris Todd (Senior Engineer) - Biometric Imaging, Inc., Mountain View, California.  
Manufacturer: Biometric Imaging Inc., Mountain View, California.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Details Short Cuts, 1995.
Design Team: Tucker Viemeister (Project Director), Stephen Russak (Project Manager), David Peschel, Jarrod Lane Linton (Designers) - Smart Design Inc., New York, New York.

Bendable Bookends, 1996.
Design Team: G. Gurioli and F Scansetti - SYN, Milan, Italy.

HARDWARE/TOOLS

Design Team: Bill Lasko (Manager, Industrial Design) and Lasko Design Team - Lasko Metal Products, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania.
Manufacturer: Lasko Metal Products, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Fiskars Power Level Pro Pruner, 1996.
Designer: Doug Birkholz - Fiskars Inc. Madison, Wisconsin

Manufacturer: FSB GmbH + Co., Brakel, Germany.

Design Team: Robert Bruno (Director-3D Design), Javier Verdura (Structural Designer), Paul Pricer (Graphic Designer) - Group Four Design, Avon, Connecticut.

CLOCKS/WATCHES

Hong Kong.

TRANSPORTATION

Design Team: Peter Schreyer (Head of Audi Design) and Audi Design Team - Audi AG, Ingolstadt,
Germany.
Manufacturer: Audi AG, Ingolstadt, Germany.

Design Team: James Ryan (Partner) and Carl Thompson, Arthur Nichols, Jean-Jacques l’Henaff,
Manufacturer: Astra Jet Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey.

Kysor/Medallion Marine Analog Gauge, 1996.
Design Team: Arthur B. Nichols (Project Supervisor) and Richard Schwamb, Jean Jacques l;Henaff
Manufacturer: KYSOR Medallion, Spring Lake, Michigan.
STREET FURNITURE

Bus Shelter with Telephone Unit, 1994.
Manufacturer: JCDecaux USA, New York, New York.

Design Team: Philippe Starck, Issy Les Moulineaux, France and JCDecaux, Neuilly s/Seine, France.
Manufacturer: JCDecaux USA, New York, New York.

Design Team: JCDecaux, Neuilly s/Seine, France.
Manufacturer: JCDecaux USA, New York, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS

Manufacturer: BRK Brands/First Alert

Design Team: Johnsonite/Permanlight Design Team - Johnsonite, a division of Duramax, Inc., Cerritos California.
Manufacturer: Johnsonite, a division of Duramax, Inc., Cerritos, California.

GRAPHIC AND PACKAGING DESIGN

Design Team: Michelle Moehler (Graphic Designer), Mark Schwartz (Art Director) - Nesnadny + Schwartz, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum Calendar, 1995.
Design Team: Joyce Nesnady, Brian Lavy and Michelle Moehler (Graphic Designers) and Joyce Nesnandy, Mark Schwartz (Art Directors) - Nesnandy + Schwartz, Cleveland, Ohio.

Design Team: Malcolm Waddell (Designer), and Maggi Cash (Illustrator), Gary Mansbridge (Designer), Louis Ellis and Elizabeth Ebbs (Writers) - Eskind Waddell, Toronto, Canada.

Design Team: Malcolm Waddell (Designer) and Maggi Cash (Illustrator), Nicola Lyon, Florence Ngan (Designers), - Eskind Waddell, Toronto, Canada.

I Like Beef Poster, 1994.


Designer: Ingo Maurer - Ingo Maurer GmbH, Munich, Germany.

Designer: Klaus Imbeck - FSB GmbH + Co., Brakel, Germany.

Designer: Kazumasa Nagai - Nippon Design Center, Inc., Tokyo, Japan.

Designer: Kazumasa Nagai - Nippon Design Center, Inc., Tokyo, Japan.


Design Team: Rob Archer (Creative Partner) and Glen McLauhlin, Jonathan Williams, Claire Smart - Christopher Foster and Partners, Southampton, United Kingdom.